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lntroduction

Portfolios have become a regular feature of writing instruction in many North

American educational settings, especially at the secondary and post-secondary levels.

Originally proposed as an alternative form of assessment to timed essay tests, writing

portfoiios now have their own body of theory and research which demonstrates their

usefulness across a variety of courses and programs (see, for example, Belanoff &

Dickson, 1991; Hamp-Lyons & Condon, 2000; Yancey & Weiser, 1997). When they are

used carefully, portfolios engage "both students and teachers in continual discussion,

anaiysis, and evaluation of their processes as learners and writers, as well as multipie

academic products" (tr'erris & Hedgcock, 1998 , p. 246; emphasis in original). More fun-

damentally, portfolios enable the principled collection and evaluation of a number of

texts, thus allowing students to demonstrate more of their strengths as writers.

While empirical research on portfolios in second language &2) writing is as yet

scarce (Hamp-Lyons, 2006), specialists have recognized their applicability to courses

and programs for non-native speakers (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998; Hyland, 2002). How-

ever, much of the discussion in the L2 literature has focused on portfolios as a pro-

gram-level assessment tool, and has also been largely oriented to ESL contexts,

namely North American universities (though there are exceptions; see Howrey, 2007;

Mineishi , 2002; Shimo, 2003). This paper, therefore, examines the potential uses of

portfolios as an instructional tool in an EF L context: university-level English writing

courses in Japan. I witi first outline how portfolios came to be used in writing in-

struction, as well as the common features of portfolio approaches. Then I will provide

an example of how portfoiios can be implemented in a single writing course.

Portfolios in Composition

A portfolio is essentialiy a collection of work assembled over time that

∩
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d.emonstrates a person's strengths and abilities, usually in a particular field. It may

be put together for a specific objective, such as to apply for a job or educational pro-

gram, or it may be gradually added to over the course of a career and used for a va-

riety of purposes. Long before portfolios were introduced into composition, they were

well known in certain professional and educational fields, especially those related to

graphic arts and design. More recently, portfoiios have been used for professional de-

velopment in many different areas, primarily because they allow for a more in-depth

presentation of skills and qualifications (as compared, for example, to a resume), but

also because they can be used to promote reflection on one's accomplishments. For

this last reason, portfolios h.ave been particularly effective in teacher training pro-

grams (Hamp-Lyons, 2006).

Portfoiios came into composition as part of a more generai concern with the va-

lidity of large-scale tests used to assess students' writing abilities. According to

Hyland (2002), this concern led first to the development of essay tests which gave

test-takers one or more topic prompts to write about within a specified time limit,

and which were scored holistically. Questions of validity remained, however, as teach-

ers and test developers realized that a single essay, written under time constraints

with little or no choice of topic on the part of the writer, did not adequately represent

the way writing was commonly taught,; nor did it represent the way most writers ac-

tually composed (Belanoff & Dickson, 1991; Hamp-Lyons, 1991). Consequently, portfo-

lio-based assessments were advocated as an alternative to "one-shot" essay exams

because they provided a systematic means of evaluating a more authentic writing
sample: a greater number and variety of texts, some or ali of which have been pro-

duced under more realistic conditions. Moreover, portfolio-based assessments do not in

themselves presume any particular scoring method (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998), and can

be flexibly adapted to varying program and course goals. Thus, portfolios have in

some cases replaced the more traditional essay exam, and in other cases acted as a

supplementary avenue whereby a writer can appeal negative exam results.

Principles of Portfolio-based Courses

Advocates of portfolios in writing instruction (for example, Hamp-Lyons, 2006)

tend to note three underlying principles that guide their implementation in courses

and programs: collection, selection, and reflection. How, and to what extent, these

principles are put into practice wil1, of course, vary according to the educational con-

text, student needs, course goals, and other factors. Therefore, they are perhaps best

viewed as ideals towards which instructors can strive as they adapt portfolios to their

own pedagogical circumstances.

3.1. Collection

A portfolio is a collection of work produced over time and assembled for a specific

purpose (such as evaluation at the end of a course or program). It may simpiy be all
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the writing produced by a student during a single course or academic year, or it may

involve larger time frames, more than one course, and more selective samplings of

work. Ideally, however, the portfolio is a subset of a larger collection of writing
(Yancey , 1992; as cited in Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998). That is, it represents only a por-

tion of the writer's entire body of work. On a practical level, this means that writers

have to save all of their written work for possible inclusion at some later date. It{o

longer are they able to submit assignments and then forget about them once they

have received a grade. Rather, with a portfolio system, writers are required to hang

onto their writing and so are encouraged to feel a greater sense of ownership and ac-

complishment.

3.2. Selection

The contents of the portfolio are determined through a process of selection, which

in turn reflects the specific purpose and pedagogical context of the portfolio. A port-

folio submitted for evaluatio n at the end of a course will likely be structured to re-

flect the assignments, written g"enres, and other actirlities of the course. More

importantly, portfolio contents also reflect the value that the course places on differ-

ent aspects of writing. Thus, if a course places a high value on revision, this can be

reflected in the portfoiio by having students include rough drafts of their writing and

explicitly note changes that they have made. Ideally, the writers themselves will have

a degree of choice in the selection of portfoiio items, although this choice wiil likely

need to be constrained in some way. For instance, a course that includes assignments

in several rhetorical modes (comparison/contrast, cause and effect, and so on) can re-

quire students to choose one essay from each mode for inclusion in a final portfolio.

3.3. Reflection

The principle of reflection involves students looking back at what they have writ-

ten and thinking about what it means to their learning and development as writers.

it is usually assumed that simply requiring students to save their work and assemble

it into a presentable form will engender reflection, especially insofar as students are

given freedom to choose the contents of the portfolio. Many proponents, however, sug'-

gest having students make their reflection more explicit through the inclusion of

pieces of writing in which they evaluate their own progress and explain the contents

of their portfolio. One way to do this is through ongoing reflective assignments which

students complete as a course is in progress. These could be simple checklists or self-

evaluation forms which students filt out by examining their writing for specific fea-

tures (Howrey, 2007). More complex reflective assignments include cover sheets

(Goldstein, 2005) and student-teacher memos (Sommers, 19BB), in which students are

asked to articulate their main ideas, goals, and intended audience, as well as those as-

pects of their writing that they wouid most like feedback on.

Besides ongoing reflection, which usually focuses on individual items within a

portfolio, many proponents of portfolios further suggest having writers complete a
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reflective self¨ evaluation of the portfolio as a whole. The specific form Of this self¨

evaluation can vary,but it is typically short cOmpared to the other pieces in the port―

folio.White(2005)notes that many Ll writing prOgralrls which use portfolios for

assessment in the United States require a one―  or two―page reflective cover letter.He

suggests that the cover letter helps not only to promote student reflection, but also

to make the grading of portfolios more efficient. This is because cover letter assign―

ments typically require students to describe the contents of their portfolios as a coher¨

ent whOle and tie those contents to course goals and prOgram standards.When

grading portfolios, teachers should thus be able to focus mainly on the cover letter

while skimrning and selectively reading the other items (which have likely already

been read and cOrrllnented on, perhaps by the same teacher whO is grading the portfo―

lio)。

3.4. Potential Benefits

Given these three principles, advocates of portfolio― based approaches note a num―

ber of potential benefits(summarized in Ferris&Hedgcock,1998,and Hyland,2002).

First,portfolios integrate assessment more closely with classroorn instruction.Evalua―

tion Of students' writing is “developmental, continuous, comprehensive and fairer― ・re

presenting writing progress over tilne, genres and different conditions"(Hyland, 2002,

p。 139).In this integrative context, the instrument of assessment(the portfolio itself)

is lnore meaningful to students beyond the grade or numerical scOre that thё y receive

because it is a record of their achievements and prOgress. Portf01ios encOurage teach―

ers and students to see writing assignments as part of a coherent and interrelated

whole, rather than a series of disconnected exercises, each of which is subrnitted for

a grade and then forgotten about. Writing assignments which build on and cOmple=

ment one another during a course can be incorporated into the portfoliO sO as to pro―

vide a more complex portrait of students' development as writers.

Portfolios also help to make the goals of process― oriented writing instruction tan―

gible.All to0 0ften,writing courses make use of process activities(drafting,feedback,

revision, collaboration, and so on)while still evaluating students based on their final

products,With a portfolio system, teachers can have students gather some or all of

the material related to each piece of writing and present it fOr evaluation, including

rough drafts, cOrnrrLentary from peers and/or the teacher, cOpies of Outside sources

used in the writing, annotated bibliographies―anything relevant tO the course or pro―

gram.Thus, students are held accountable for their processes as well as their prod―

ucts, which in turn discourages a “survivalist mentality" Of just cOmpleting the

minimum requirements for each writing assignment(Ferris&HedgcOck,1998,p.247).

卜loreOver, because grading is usually delayed until the end of the cOurse, feedback on

students' writing can be formative. Teachers are largely freed frorn the need tO pro―

vide surnrnative cOrnlnents that explain their grades,and can focus on giving construc―

tive feedback tO help students ilnprove their writing without worrying about
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discouraging them with low marks.

Finally, portfolios are reflective and flexible. As noted earlier, the very act of put-

ting together a portfolio usually requires a certarn amount of reflection on the part

of the student. However, when portfolios require explicit reflection (for example,

through a cover letter), they become a powerful means of encouraging students to
critically examine their own writing and progress, and thus become more responsible

and independent writers. Furthermore, portfolios do not presume a certain type of

writing course, proficiency level, or student. Teachers can flexibly adapt criteria for

selecting and evaluating portfolio contents based on the particular goals of the course

or program. More importantly, feedback and evaluation can be tailored to those as-

pects of writing that the teacher wishes to emphasize.

3.5. Potential Limitations

Of course, portfolios involve potential limitations as well, and these need to be

carefully considered before teachers adopt a portfolio system in their own courses and

programs. First, portfolios can produce a large and seemingly unmanageable amount

of work for teachers at one time. For example, a course that requires students to sub-

mit all of their written work in a portfolio at the end of the term for evaluation can

leave the instructor with an enormous mass of materiai to wade through and grade.

Even when portfolios are read and assessed by a team of teachers, they are by their

very nature mo_re time-consuming than a single essay or paper. Portfolios can be con-

ceptually unwieldy as well. They usually include different kinds of writing, and their

confents may vary considerably depending on how much freedom students have in the

selection of contents. Thus, tt may be difficult to reliably grade a set of portfolios ac-

cording to the same criteria or rubric, a problem which is especially pertinent when

portfolios are used at the program-level to assess students' work in more than one

course. Finally, because portfolios typically include writing produced over a period of

time, authenticity becomes an issue. ThaL is, teachers may question whether the work

in the portfolio can rightfully be called the students' own work if they have had time

to receive outside help with their writing.

How teachers deal with these potential drawbacks will naturally depend on the

pedagogical context in which they are working. However, some general suggestions

can be made. Issues of workload and scoring reiiability can be addressed in several

ways. First, students need to be given expiicit directions for seiecting the contents of

their portfolios, and most (or all) of the writing samples should be papers and as-

signments that have already received some kind of feedback from an instructor. This

is quite easy when portfolios are used in a single course, but it can also be accom-

plished at the program level by, for example, designating the courses from which

writing samples may be chosen, and by requiring that students submit drafts that

contain evidence of being read and evaluated by u teacher. Besides explicit selection

criteria, teachers also need to make explicit to students their criteria for grading the
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portfolio. This includes providing students with a copy of the rating scale to be used

well in advance of the submission deadline for the portfoiio and explaining how as-

sessment of the portfolio is linked to course goals. Finally, teachers can have students

include a piece of writing (such as the cover letter referred to by White, 2005) in

which they enumerate the items in the portfolio, give reasons for any choices they

have made and generally reflect on their writing progress. Besides being a powerful

and theoreticaily sound pedagogical tool, a reflective assignment, if it is carefully im-

plemented, should also aid teachers in reading portfolio contents selectively and effi-

ciently without having to re-read and re-evaluate every paper.

The final potential drawback mentioned above, authenticity, is an issue that is not

unique to portfolio-based classes and assessments, but one which may come up in any

context in which written work is completed outside of class. Short of having students

do all of their assignments in class, there is no reasonable mechanism for guarantee-

ing that students will do all of their own work. However, there are practical ways in

which teachers can check on authenticity, such as by having students do regular in-

class writing (both formal and informal), and by having students turn in all drafts

of each writing assignment. These solutions as well are not unique to portfolio-based

writing courses, but the portfolio provides a means of easily comparing students'

work over several drafts and assignments. Thus, if a student has plagiarized or other-

wise received substantial assistance with a piece of writing, it will likely be clear to

the instructor merely by comparing drafts and by checking to see if the student has

reasonably accounted for the apparent difference in writing quality in the reflective

assignment-. Perhaps more important, however, is the fact that students know that

their work will be scrutinized in this manner and so are less likely to plagiarize.

4 . An Example of a Portfolio-based Writing Course

I recently adapted one of the university writing courses that I regularly teach to

a portfolio format. This course was the third in a sequence of four and was primarily

taken by third-year students. Although there were no prerequisites for the course,

many of those who enrolled had taken English composition courses previously, so the

course could be classified as "high intermediate" or "low advanced" relative to the

other courses in the sequence. The overall goals of the course were to

. Improve students' ability to write essays and research papers;

. Develop students' ability to use sources in their writing;

. Develop students' awareness and use of writing process, especially revision.

In order to reahze these goals, I had students complete three major assignments

in this order: an ...uy, an annotated bibliography, and a research paper. These as-

signments were intended to build on one another. That is, students were encouraged

to write about the same topic for each assignment but were allowed to change their

topic along the way if they were encountering difficulties with it (and a number of
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students did find that the topic of their initial essay was not suitable for the final re―

search paper assignrnent).The ultimate airn of this sequence of assignments was to

get students tO write a research paper in which they presented a specific thesis and

supported it with information｀ from outside sources.

In addition tO the three major assignments,students also completed two timed in―

class essays, one at the beginning of the course and one at rnidterm, based on topics

adapted from thOse used by Sasaki(2004).The purpose of these in― class essays was

to give students further practice organizing and writing essays in an exanl setting(as

many of theln planned to eventually take standardized English tests which included a

writing component), and alsO to provide a check on the writing that they completed

outside of class. The remaining activities and assignments of the course were designed

to support the completion of the writing assignments.These included exercises to in―

troduce and refine students' understanding of principles of essay organization (thesis

statement, body paragraph, and so forth), revision, and, for the research paper, cita_

tion conventions.A good deal of tilne was also spent on invention exercises, and self¨

and peer― review activities.

Using the principles of portfolio― based writing instruction described above, I

adapted this course as follows.

4.1.Collection

Students were introduced to the portfolio approach of the course on the first day

of class: A brief description of the final portfolio that would be due at the end of the

course was included in the course syllabus, along with the following list of required

contents:

1. Cover letter;

2. Essay written in class and later revised;

3. Essay written and revised as homework;

4. Annotated bibliography;

5。  Research paper.

Students were also told to keep all related 、vork as they completed each of these

assignments.Logistically, this was quite easy as the course was conducted in a corn―

puter lab.Not only were students able to keep their own work in electronic forrn(for

example, a disc or flash drive), but self_and peer_review sheets could usually be cOrn…

pleted and saved electronically as well.Later in the course, but well in advance of the

last class meeting, students were given a more detailed set of guidelines which in―

cluded the evaluation rubric that l would use to grade their portfolios(see Appendix

A and B)_

4.2. Selection

Because the course centered around three major writing assignments, each of

Ⅷrhich ttras substantially different from the others, it was not practical to give stu―

dents a great deal of freedom in selecting portfolio contents.That is,the three lnajor
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assignments were necessarily required for all portfolios. However, students did have

some choices to make as they assembled their work, and these choices were related to

the course's emphasis on revision. First, students had to choose one of the two essays

written in ciass to revise outside of class, and then include both drafts in their port-

folios (and also explain their choice and their revisions in the cover letter). Second,

students also had to decide which materials (if any) to include to demonstrate their

writing processes regarding the major writing assignments. For example, while stu-

dents were required to include two drafts of the homework essay and research paper,

they could further include any other work that they did to write and revise those

pieces (outlines, extra drafts, and so forth) if they felt that that work was important

in helping them to complete the final draft.

4.3. Reflection

The primary means of encouraging reflection in this course was a cover letter as-

signment similar to that advocated by White (2005). I had students follow a business

letter format, making the cover letter similar to one that might be submitted as part

of a job application. The specific purpose of the cover letter was, first, to get students

to think about the writing they had done in the course and to concisely articulate

both their specific processes in writing each assignment (especialiy the essays and the

research paper) as well as their overall progress as writers. Second, the cover letter

served as an organruer of the whole portfolio by enumerating the items included and

Iisting the materials submitted in conjunction with each assignment. Because the stu-

dents in the course were unfamiliar with this type of assignment,, I gave them very

specific guidelines for completing it, including a cover letter exemplar with language

cues that students could use by plugging in details to create their own cover letters.

Besides the cover letter, I had students complete two ongoing reflective assign-

ments in the form of cover sheets (Goldstein, 2005). After completing a first draft of

the homework essay and the research paper, students wrote a cover sheet, usually one

paragraph long, in which they responded to several questions about the purpose, main

idea, and intended audience of their draft, as well as issues that they wanted to re-

ceive feedback about. Cover sheets were then used by me as I read drafts and made

comments, and aiso by other students as they completed a peer review tasks.

4.4. Assessment

Perhaps the biggest change that had to be made to adapt the course to a portfolio

format was in the method of assessment. It{ormally I would assess students' writing

as assignments are completed using rubrics tailored to each assignment. However, an

important principle of portfolio-based teaching which I wanted to follow was that of

delaying the scoring of students' writing until the end of the course (that is, after

portfolios have been submitted). Thus, in order to keep the workload manageable, I

wanted to develop a scoring method that wouid help me to assess each portfolio as a

whole without having to assign a separate score to each piece of writing. To this end,
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I created an analytic scoring rubricヽ Ⅳhich divided the assesslnent into four categories:

content,organizatiOn,process,and language and rnechanics(see Aplendix B).The cri―

teria for each category included assessment points that applied to a1l of the writing

in the portfolio, as well as those which applied only to specific writing assignments.

For e玉ample, the elements of essay organization (introduction, thesis statement, body

paragraphs, topic sentences, and so forth) only applied to the essays and research

paper, and so this is reflected in the criteria for organization.

It shOuld be pointed Out that this assessrnent rubric reflects both my own prefer―

ence for analytic assessments as well as the particular aspects of writing that were

emphasized in the cOurse. As has been noted ёarlier, a portfolio― based cOurse does not

necessitate any particular assessment format, and portfolios can easily be adapted tO

other formats(see Hyland,2002,p.143 for an example).Also,my assessment rubric

、veights content and organization more heavily and includes a separate category for

process because these were integral to the goals of the course.Naturally, different

categories, weightings and criteria can be used depending on the nature of the par_

ticular course.

4.5. Practical lssues

As this 、ハ7as the first tirne to adopt a portfolio approach in this course, seveFal

practical issues arose during its implementation.First, a number of students failed to

include a1l of the required support material(in some cases even onlitting first drafts

of some assignrrlents)despite turning in otherwise complete portfolios.This indicates

that not everyone completely understood the implications of the directive to “keep all

work" and that this needed to be emphasized more explicitly at the beginning of the

course.Second, rnany students did not seern to grasp the purpose of the cover letter

beyond its function as a kind of table of contents for the portfolio.In fact, several

students f01lo、 red the exemplar a little too closely and ended up referring to contents

that were not actually included in their own portfolios(but Mrere mentioned in the ex―

emplar as examples of what could be included)。 Again, the purpose of the cover letter

needed to be explained more carefully, the exemplar needed to be exanlined in more

detail during class tirne, and the cover letter assignment needed to be introduced ear―

lier in the course so that students had more tirne to process it.Finally, grading stu

dents' portfolios did require a substantial effort at the end of the term.I estilnate

that in most cases it toOk me between 45 and 60 rninutes to read a portfolio, write

conllnents, and determine a score, Ⅵrhich was roughly twice the tirne that l would ex_

pect to spend reading and scOring a final writing assignment.

5。  Conclusion

As I hope the above example iilustrates, there are many practical questions that

must be considered and addressed in order to successfully manage a portfolio-based

writing course for EFL students. However, these issues, while revealing some of the
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problems that may arise, also underscore the point that a portfolio is not merely a

container into which writing assignments are placed at the end of a course.Rather,

portfolios represent a systematic approach tO teaching writing that requires careful

and explicit implementation from the very beginning of the course.By keeping the

theOretical principles in lrlind,by establishing clear goals and requirements,and by re―

iterating these requirelnents as the course is in progress, the inevitable problems can

be effectively addressed, and the portfolio can become a meaningful achievement for

student writers.
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Appendix A
Portfolio Guidelines

lntroduction

A portfolio is a collection of work that you make so that you can show your skills and

abilities. This course uses a portfolio system, which means that you will not receive any

grades or scores on your writing during the course. Instead, you wili collect your writing
assignments at the end of the course and put it together as a portfolio to submit for grad-

ing. This means that you will be able to revise your writing as many times as you want

during the course, and you will have more opportunities to receive feedback on your writ-
ing as you revise. Also, you will be able to choose some of the writing pieces that you in-
clude in your portfolio, so you will be able to decide which pieces best show off your

English writing skiils.

Contents

Checklist

□  Cover letter;

□  An essay written in class and later revised;

□  An essay written as homework;

□  An annOtated bibliography;

□  A research paper;

Dθιαjιs αんα Sttpporι jんg Mαιθrjαιs

l. Cover letter: This is a concise introduction to your portfolio which describes the each

of the contents and also tells ho、 v each piece of writing demonstrates your work and

learning in the course.

2. An essay、 、アritten in class and later revised: Choose one of the in― class essays that you

wrote and revise it. Include the original essay and your revision in your portfolio. In

your cover letter, explain why you chose the essay.

3. An ossay written as home、 vork: Revise the essay that you wrote at the beginning of

the course. Include all drafts of the essay in your portfolio and at least one peer re―

view sheet. In your cOver letter, explain what you did to revise the essay and why.

4. An annotated bibliography: This should include the bibliographic information (author,

title, etc.)of all the sources used in your research paper and can also include any

other sources which you read that helped you. Each source should also have a brief

surnrnary.

5。  A research paper: Include all drafts of your final research paper and least one peer re―

view sheet. In your cOver letter, explain what you did to revise the paper and 、vhy.

Due Date

The final class meeting is Wednesday, 」uly 23. Your portfolio must be completed and sub―

rnitted one、veek after this, on Wednesday, 」uly 30, 12 pm. Late subrnissions will result in

a lower final grade or failure to earn credit.

Forrnat

Portfolios can be assembled and subrnitted electronically (on a disk or as a zip file emailed

tO the instructOr)or as a hard copy (in a folder or binder). In either case, the portfoliO

must be neatly and clearly organized so that all the contents are accessible and easy to 10_

cate. Disks, folders, binders, etc., should be clearly labeled ハヽZith your name and “English

Ⅵrriting III PortfOliO" and can be placed in the box next to the instructor's office doOr.
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Appendix B

Assessment Rubric

Category Points Criteria Score

Content ０
０ The portfolio contains final drafts of all of the

required pieces of writing
Cover letter concisely introduces all of the

contents of the portfolio and relates them fo
learning during the course

Essays and rese arch paper each have a clear

topic, main idea and purpose

Essays and research paper support the main idea

with relevant details, examples, logical
arguments, and (for the research paper)

information from outside sources

Annotated bibliography has at least 3 sources,

including bibliographic information and a concise

summary of each source

Orgamzation 30 The portfolio is clearly organrzed so that al1

contents are accessible and easy to locate

Cover letter is orgamzed to describe each of the
items in the portfolio in order
Essays and research paper are each clearly
organrzed into an introduction, body, and

conclusion; outside sources are properly cited in
the text and at the end (for the research paper)

Annotated bibliography has clearly organized
summaries

Process 20 . Portfolio shows evidence of the writer's use of
process, especially revision and feedback, by
including all drafts of essays and research paper,

and peer review sheets
. Any other materials that were used to write any

of the assignments (outlines, notes, etc.) can also

be included

Language and

Mechanics
20 In all pieces of writing

. Meaning is clear; there are few major errors

. Sentences use a variety of structures and words

. Spelling and punctuation are accurate

. Vocabulary words aye used appropriately and

grammatically
For the annotated bibliography and rese arch paper

'Outside sources are properly cited and

bibliographic information is properly presented

Total




